In RE this week we have been thinking how God gives us the strength that we need, and how, like a father, God looks after us and takes care of us. We learned some of Psalm 28 so that we could say ‘thank you’ to God. In small groups we then created our own dances to a piece of music thanking God for all that He does for us.

In Literacy this week we have innovated our Winnie the Pooh story maps. The children chose about the changes that they wanted to make to their stories and, using post-it notes made the changes to their maps. Some of the children then came to the front and read their innovated stories to the rest of the class. Over the next couple of weeks we will be looking at how we can use our story maps to help us write a story.

In Maths this week we have been exploring partitioning numbers by sorting them into tens and ones. Using cubes to build towers of 10, we have been able to physically see how many lots (towers) of ten are in certain numbers. We then used our place value counters and each other to partition numbers into tens and ones. A good way to explore this at home is by using 10p coins and 1p coins (see this weeks Maths homework sheet). You could also try using Lego to build towers of ten to create certain numbers. Individual bricks are the ones, e.g. 42 is 4 towers of 10 bricks and then 2 individual bricks.

Star Of The Week

Reggie

For super work with partitioning numbers into tens and ones.

Well done!